I. In this paper we state a splitting theorem for manifolds and describe some applications and consequences. We announced a weaker form of this result in August 1969 at the Georgia Topology Conference. Besides its immediate applications, especially in the classification of homotopy equivalent manifolds, it implies the existence of a Mayer-Vietoris sequence for surgery groups. Using this, many surgery groups can be systematically computed and more results on the classification of manifolds can be obtained. Details of the proofs and applications will be published elsewhere.
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SYLVAIN CAPPELL
[March sided if and only if both inclusions of TI(X) into 7Ti(F-X) are twosided. THEOREM 
Let ƒ: TF-»F be a homotopy equivalence of closed manifolds of dimension (n + 1) with n^S and let XCY be a codimension one submanifold. Assume that (i) X is 2-sided in F, (ii) ITIX-^ITI Y is injective. (iii) TTIX is 2-sided in TTIY. Then ƒ is splittable if and only if the Whitehead torsion of f, r(f) £Wh(7riF) is in the image of the natural map Wh(7TiFi)©Wh(7riF 2 ) -•WhOriF).
Let N(X) denote an open neighborhood of X in F homeomorphic to IX(0, 1)CIX[0, l]CF and similarly for Nif^X) =t l (X) X(0, 1)C.W. Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 asserts that/, after modification by a homotopy, will induce homotopy equivalences of manifold pairs
The kernel and cokernel of Wh(iriFi)eWh(x 1 7 2 )->Wh(9riF) have been determined by F. Waldhausen [l] . We use in the proof of Theorem 1, and in the statement of Theorem 2, a natural map <j>: Wh(7nF) ->KQ(TTIX) defined by Waldhausen under the hypothesis of Theorem 1. THEOREM 
Hypotheses as in Theorem 1. Then if <t>(r(f)) = O t there exists an h-cobordism (V; W, W') with f extending to F: V-+Y and with F | W' splittable.
Analogous results to Theorems 1 and 2 are true for manifolds with boundary. If either hypothesis (i) or (ii) above are removed, we can construct counterexamples to the desired conclusion. Of course, if X and Fare orientable condition (i) is always satisfied. In all of these results we do not actually need that X and F are manifolds and the hypothesis can be restated in terms of Poincaré complexes. Without hypothesis (iii) in Theorem 2, we can show that ƒ is normally cobordant to a splittable map.
The Farrell-Hsiang splitting theorem [2] is the special case of Theorem 1, in which Y-X is connected and TTiY^ZXa^iM.
In a private communication, W. Hsiang has informed me that he and Swarup have recently jointly proved Theorem 1, in the case in which n is even, and in the case n odd with some additional hypothesis.
In the case in which M cuts W into two components, the first results were obtained by W. Browder [3] . He proved Theorem 1, in
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the case TiX = 7TI Y== 0 together with some additional hypothesis. Wall proved a splitting theorem in the case in which X cuts F into two components Y\ and F 2 and 7riX=7riFi and hence 7Ti(F) =7TI(F 2 ) [4] . Ronnie Lee proved Theorem 1 in the case n even and 7TI = 0 and F-X has two components [S] . THEOREM 
Let f:W->Y be a homotopy equivalence of P.L. or topological manifolds of dimension greater than 4 with 7Ti(F) having no elements of order 2. If Y is a connected sum of manifolds, Y = P#Q, then W is a connected sum W = P'#Q f with f inducing homotopy equivalences of P with P' and of Q with Q'.
PROOF. For dimension greater than 5, this is a special case of Theorem 1. Using this and Wall's periodicity theorem for surgery groups the result also follows in dimension 5.
From the splitting theorem, we can obtain directly the following form of the Farrell fibering theorem [7] . The only result about Whitehead groups needed in the proof is the short exact sequence Wh(G)i^*»Wh(G)-^Wh(ZX«G). This is of course trivial for a = l and there is a simple geometric proof of this fact in the general case II. Let L n (jr) denote the surgery obstruction group of w for the homotopy equivalence problem as defined by C. T. C. Wall [4] . Let L n (7r), the reduced surgery group of ir, be the kernel of the natural map L n (ir)->L n (0) so that L W (TT) = Z n (7r)©L n (0). Similarly let V n (7r) denote the surgery obstruction group of w for obtaining simple homotopy equivalences and, as above, 1400 -L 
THEOREM 7. Le£ HQGi and HC.G 2 be groups with both inclusions 2-sided or equivalently H 2-sided in
In the general case in which no special assumptions are made about Wh(il) and Ko(H) we must introduce a new kind of surgery group L'(Gi *H G 2 ). This will be the surgery obstruction group to obtaining homotopy equivalences whose Whitehead torsion lies in the image of 
and a long exact sequence
with B n abelian and every element in it of order 2.
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Let HQK and H'QK be subgroups of K with a\H-*H f an isomorphism. Let t denote a generator of the integers Z and let G denote the group Z * K/{a(x) =txt~1 for XÇZH}.
THEOREM 9. Assume H and H' are 2-sided in K or equivalently H is 2-sided in G.
there is a long exact sequence
In the general case in which no special assumptions are made, we have the following result. THEOREM 
Assume H and H' are 2-sided in K or equivalently H is 2-sided in G. There is a long exact sequence
Again L' n (G) will be isomorphic to L n (G) "modulo 2-torsion". For H -H' = K, Theorems 9 and 10 describe L"(ZX«X),a description of which, assuming something about Whitehead groups, has alreadybeen obtained by Farrell and Hsiang [2] . For ZXK we obtain from Theorem 9, an exact sequence 0-^L @L n^{ K). We are forced to introduce the groups L' n by the fact that not every homotopy equivalence is splittable and that even simple homotopy equivalences, when split, can produce homotopy equivalences which are not simple. All of the above results can be interpreted in the unoriented case by regarding L n as a functor of pairs (x, co) with w a finitely presented group and oelw->Z 2 a homomorphism.
Geometrically, Theorem 7, corresponds to the case of the splitting theorem in which Y-X has two components and Theorem 9, to the case in which Y-X has one component. ADDED 
